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Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381

APR 3 1995

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

)
Docket Nos. 50-390

50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - RESUBMITTAL OF INFORMATION PREVIOUSLY
MARKED "CONFIDENTIAL"

This letter encloses revised documentation from Thomas & Betts Corporation
describing test results for their 251-series electrical cable splicing
connectors. These test results were previously submitted in a letter
dated January 5, 1995, as Attachment 3 to Enclosure 1. The only change in
the revised documentation is removal of the "Confidential" marking on each
page. As noted in the cover letter at the beginning of the enclosure,
Thomas & Betts has agreed to the release of the test results.

If you have any questions about the information provided in this letter,
please telephone John Vorees at (615) 365-8819.

S erely,

R ul R. B on
Nuclear Assurance and

Licensing Manager (Acting)

Enclosure
cc: See page 2
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cc (Enclosure):
NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323



ENCLOSURE

REVISED DOCUMENTATION OF TEST RESULTS

FOR THOMAS & BETTS 251-SERIES

ELECTRICAL CABLE SPLICING CONNECTORS
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION CONCERNING
ELECTRICAL CABLE SPLICES (TAC M89109 AND M89110)

This letter encloses a revised and updated report describing the
electrical cable splices that are used at WBN and the technical bases for
these splices. An initial version of the report was submitted for NRC
staff review in a letter dated November 18, 1994. The report has been
updated to include the results of testing that was in progress at the time
the initial version of the report was submitted and to indicate completion
of the two commitments from the letter dated November 18, 1994.

The enclosed report also includes additional information that was
discussed during a telephone conversation between the NRC staff and TVA
personnel on December 15, 1994, to resolve issues from the NRC staff's
review of the initial version of the report. One issue is addressed in
Section III of the report and two additional issues are addressed in
Section VI.

As previously stated in TVA's letter dated November 18, 1994, much of the
discussion in the enclosed report is based on TVA's findings from its
investigation of the cause and extent of condition of Significant
Corrective Action Report (SCAR) WBSCA940063.

To summarize, the report provides the following conclusions:

1. T&B and Burndy lugs/connectors which are generally listed in their
catalogs as 600V have been vendor certified for use up to voltages
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of 15kV and 35kV. These approved voltage levels exceed the actual
application voltage at WBN of 6.9kV.

2. Penn Union connectors have been tested to UL486A and have received
successful commercial dedication for use at WBN.

3. The T&B 15kV connectors that were not installed in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions have been UL486A tested in
configurations that bound their installed condition. Test results
were acceptable.

4. A DG feeder cable open circuit would have no impact on the operation
of the DG, no adverse operating temperatures on remaining cables,
and no impact to protective device coordination.

5. Required cable installation procedures and other physical evidence
demonstrates that existing and recently installed ductbank cables
have not been damaged due to previously identified ductbank conduit
deficiencies.

Based on submittal of the enclosed report, TVA considers that an adequate
technical justification for WBN's electrical cable splices has been
presented and that the associated open item identified by the NRC staff in
Section 8.3.3.1.4 of Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER) 14 can
be closed.

Enclosure 1 is the report describing electrical cable splices at WBN.
Enclosure 2 is a list of the commitments made in Enclosure 1.

If you have any questions about the information provided in this letter,
please telephone John Vorees at (615) 365-8819.

Sincerely,

Dwight E. Nunn
Vice President
New Plant Completion
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Enclosures
cc: See page 3
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cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323





ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

ELECTRICAL CABLE SPLICES

I. DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES

A. Background

On September 14, 1994, an NRC inspector identified the use of Thomas
& Betts (T&B) 54500-series 2-way connectors in 6.9kV applications.
This was discovered during the review of the closure documentation
for Construction Deficiency Report (CDR) 390/91-14. Use of this
connector type is not in accordance with the current requirements of
General Engineering Specification G-38 ("Installation, Modification,
and Maintenance of Insulated Cables Rated Up to 15,000 Volts") and
Modification/Addition Instruction (MAI) 3.3 ("Cable Terminating,
Splicing, and Testing for Cable Rated Up to 15,000 Volts").

CDR 390/91-14 is associated with WBN corrective action program
documents SCR 6536-S and WBSCA910173. SCR 6536-S was initiated in
December 1985 and identified the possible use of T&B 54500-series
2-way connectors rated for 600 volts (this voltage rating was
subsequently upgraded by the vendor--see the table in Section I.B
and also Section III) installed in 6.9kV applications. From
March 22, 1976, to July 18, 1982, Quality Control Procedure
(QCP) 3.5 was used to install and inspect 6.9kV Class lE splices.
The QCP did not list a specific 2-way connector type to be used in
6.9kV applications, however it did specify T&B "R-suffix" dies for
601-15,000 volt applications. This situation may have resulted in
the use of T&B 54500-series connectors in 6.9kV applications, and
the possibility of using incorrect tooling on 54500-series
connectors. Subsequent procedures QCP-3.06-4 and QCI-3.06-4 were in
error since their issuance on July 19, 1982, because they allowed
only T&B 54500-series connectors, contrary to G-38 requirements.

The corrective actions for SCR 6536-S are documented in TVA's final
report for Nonconformance Report (NCR) WBN 6536 (WBRD-50-390/86-24
and WBRD-50-390/86-20). As part of the corrective action, Thomas &
Betts provided acceptance criteria for the 54500-series connectors.
Also, one phase of each 6.9kV Class IE cable splice in the circuits
identified in SCR 6536-S had insulation removed and was inspected to
identify the type of connector and tooling used.
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The corrective action was implemented by Workplan N-6536-l and no
T&B 54500-series connectors were identified. Recurrence controls
for SCR 6536-S required revising G-38 to allow use of only T&B 15kV
rated connectors in applications above 600V (a subsequent revision
to G-38 also permits use of T&B 600V-35kV short barrel uninsulated
terminal lugs). The specification was revised on July 16, 1986, and
the revision became effective September 15, 1986.

WBSCA910173 was initiated on March 18, 1991 to document additional
installation problems identified by Workplan N-6536-1. The workplan
identified additional die crimp discrepancies and excessive exposed
conductors which were not addressed through WBN's corrective action
program.

WBSCA910173 was resolved by including all Class IE 6.9kV splices in
DCN Q-17111, which defines the scope of rework for Raychem-insulated
splices and terminations associated with WBP880676SCA as part of the
corrective action program (CAP) for cable issues.

From the date of the G-38 revision to present, approximately 57 T&B
54500-series connectors were installed at WBN in 6.9kV applications
(37 in common station service transformer (CSST) feeders installed
by Design Change Notice (DCN) M-12051 in May 1992 and 20 in diesel
generator (DG) feeders installed by DCN M-11050 from August 1993
through June 1994). In addition, 24 T&B 53500-series 2-way
connectors were used in essential raw cooling water (ERCW) circuits.
All of these connectors were installed subsequent to the G-38
revision which specified 54000-series connectors to be used in 6.9kV
splices.

As a result of the NRC inspector's identification of the use of T&B
54500-series connectors in 6.9kV splices, Problem Evaluation Report
(PER) WBPER940510 was initiated on October 3, 1994. This PER was
subsequently upgraded through WBN's corrective action process to
become Significant Corrective Action Report (SCAR) WBSCA940063 on
October 26, 1994.

B. Extent of Condition

The following table is presented to assist in understanding the
scope and technical discussions that follow. The table summarizes
connector model numbers, types, and classifications.
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VENDOR
CATALOG CERTIFIED

MANUFACTURER MEDEL NO. VOLTAGE VOLTAGE DESCRIPTION
l_ _ _(See Note 1) _

T&B 53100 Heavy Duty 35kV Heavy Duty Cast 1-Hole Lug
|__ _ - 600V-35kV

T&B 53200 Heavy Duty 35kV Heavy Duty Cast 2-Hole Lug
600V-35kV

T&B 53500 Heavy Duty 15kV Heavy Duty Cast 2-Way

T&B 54100 600V-35kV 35kV Short Barrel 1-Hole Lug

l T&B 54200 600V-35kV 35kV Short Barrel 2-Hole Lug

T&B 54500 600V 15kV Short Barrel 2-Way Connector

T&B 54440 15kV 15kV 15kV 1-Hole Lug

T&B 54475 15kV 15kV 15kV 2-Hole Lug

T&B 54000 15kV 15kV 15kV 2-Way Connector

T&B 54900 600V-35kV 35kV Long Barrel 1-Hole Lug

T&B 54850 600V-35kV 35kV Long Barrel 2-Hole Lug

T&B 54800 600V 15kV Long Barrel 2-Way Connector

Burndy YS 35kV 35kV Long Barrel 2-Way Connector
See Note 2 See Note 2

Penn Union TLU Heavy Duty See Note 3 Heavy Duty Cast 1 & 2 Hole
______ _____Lugs

Notes:

1. This column reflects vendor documentation received by TVA.

2. Burndy recommends coordination with cable manufacturer for stress relief instructions
above 5kV.

3. This data not received from Penn Union as of this writing.

The initial methodology to evaluate the extent of condition for
WBSCA940063 was to determine (1) the use of T&B 5 4 5 00-series and5 3 5 0 0-series connectors in 6.9kV applications and (2) the proper use
of tooling associated with each lug/connector type. While
investigating the extent of condition, the following issues were
identified:

1. T&B 5 4 500-series 2-way connectors had been used in 6.9kV
splices subsequent to the 0-38 revision that became effective
on September 15, 1986. Specifically, 37 connectors were used
in the CSST feeder cables installed by DCN F-17818-A and 20
were used in the DG feeder cable splices installed by DCN
M-11050. In addition, 24 T&B 5 35 00-series 2-way connectors
were used in ERCW circuits subsequent to the 0-38 revision.
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2. Burndy YS-series connectors were specified by DCN M-11050 but
installation instructions were not provided in MAI-3.3. In
addition, an exception to G-38 was not issued to justify
their use in lieu of the specified T&B 15kV connectors.

3. T&B 15kV 2-way connectors were not installed in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions. T&B installation
instructions for this type of lug and 2-way connector require
overlapping of the die crimps and 90° crimp rotation to
produce a round, smooth crimped barrel. Field observations
to determine the extent of condition found ringed (four
concentric, non-overlapping compressions--two per barrel end)
versus overlapped crimps on large-size (500 MCM) connectors
and single crimps without rotation on smaller-size connectors
(2/0 and 4/0).

The review effort to assess the extent of condition for the
lug/connector portion of SCAR WBNSCA940063 is now complete. The
following populations of lugs/connectors have been identified in
Class IE and cable-suffix-P&R medium-voltage applications:

1. Burndy YS-Series 2-Way Connectors 50
2. T&B 600V-35kV Terminal Lugs 573
3. T&B 5 4 500-series and 5 3500-series 2-Way Connectors 81

(57 5 4500-series and 24 5 35 00-series)
4. Penn Union Cast Copper Lugs 32
5. T&B 15kV Terminal Lugs 97
6. T&B 15kV 2-Way Connectors 72
7. Soldered Y-Connectors 24
8. Unknown Vendor Pigtail Lugs 75
9. Unknown Terminal Lugs 69

Total 1073

Further evaluation of Items 8 and 9 would require the removal of
insulating materials to verify lug/connector type. Insulation has
not been removed based on an engineering analysis, which determined
that all of the various connector issues are technically acceptable.
Therefore, further extent of condition actions regarding Items 8 and
9 are not necessary.

II. 600V CONNECTORS USED IN 6.9kV APPLICATIONS

A. T&B Lugs and Connectors

To determine if proper tooling was utilized on T&B uninsulated
terminal lugs and connectors (other than the 15kV type which use
"R-suffix" dies), insulation was removed from one lug and it was
visually inspected. Although this lug was originally removed for
other purposes (e.g., it was incorrectly sized--see discussion
below), it was available to verify proper use of tooling and removal
of flashing. The lug was made using proper dies of the proper size.
Also, it had the proper number of crimps and flashing removed. The
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majority of this type lug/connector used in 6.9kV applications has
the barrel covered with insulating material which precludes visual
inspection. However, the same type of connectors are used
extensively in 480V applications. The 480V terminal lugs (e.g.,
switchgear terminations) typically are not insulated and can be
easily inspected to verify connector size, die type and size, number
of crimps, and removal of flashing. Approximately 200 T&B 54200 and
53200-series lugs have been visually inspected in the 480V shutdown
boards for the above listed attributes. All were acceptable. In
addition, 48 T&B 54100-series lugs used in a medium-voltage
application (DG potential transformer connections) that were not
covered by insulation have been visually inspected. They also were
installed correctly. As part of a separate visual walkdown
inspection for this type of lug used in 6.9kV terminations, one T&B
53200-series connector was found to be improperly sized (i.e.,
500 MCM versus 400 MCM). This discrepancy is considered isolated
based on the number of lugs that were visually inspected as part of
the review to determine the extent of condition. The improperly
sized lug was replaced by Work Order (WO) 94-23086-00.

A review of instructions for T&B 600V-35kV lugs and connectors
concluded that the correct instructions have been included in
MAI-3.3 and that they provide proper directions for installation.
Since adequate installation guidelines are provided in the
appropriate procedure and a large population was visually inspected
with acceptable results, it was initially concluded that T&B
connectors (other than the 15kV series which utilize "R-suffix"
dies) were installed correctly.

On December 28, 1994, during implementation of a work order in the
48OVac vital transfer switches, PCG field engineers observed
improper crimps on T&B 54100-series lugs. This item will be added
to SCAR WBSCA940063 to be evaluated in conjunction with the
previously completed extent of condition described above.
Preliminary review indicates that the crimps in question were
installed in the 1978 time frame. The identified deficient lugs are
being reworked. Also, visual inspection of an appropriate
population of Class lE equipment with 480V uninsulated lugs will be
performed to determine the extent of condition.

B. Burndy YS-Series 2-Way Connectors

The review to evaluate the extent of condition for WBSCA940063
determined that, although the Burndy connectors were specified and
procured by DCN M-11050, installation instructions were not provided
in either the DCN or MAI-3.3. Since a vendor technical manual was
not obtained to assist with the field work, the adequacy of the
installation of the Burndy connectors was questioned. The
insulation was removed from two Burndy connectors and they were
visually inspected for proper connector size, die type and size, and
number of crimps. The inspections determined that the connectors
were installed properly. In addition, 25 splices using Burndy
connectors were X-rayed to verify that the proper number of crimps
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were applied. The results of these informational X-ray inspections
indicate that the proper number of crimps were made. The field
engineer responsible for the workplans associated with DCN M-11050
has documented that he incorporated Burndy product "stuffer sheets"
into the workplans. Although this was not the proper process per
MAI-3.3, Revision 12, Paragraph 6.2.1, it does establish how the
craft and quality control (QC) inspectors obtained installation
information. Nuclear Assurance (NA) interviews documented in
Assessment NA-WB-94-0122 reflect that the interviewed craft and
quality control (QC) personnel used the available Burndy product
"stuffer sheets."

There is reasonable assurance to conclude that the Burndy YS-series
connectors which were included in DCN M-11050 were installed
correctly based on the visual inspections, X-ray results, and
personnel interviews.

C. Penn Union Terminal Lugs

WBSCA940063 established methodology to determine the types of
terminal lugs used in medium-voltage applications. This methodology
employed a walkdown to inspect the exposed tang portion of terminal
lugs visually and classify each lug by manufacturer and type. As a
result of this walkdown, 32 lugs manufactured by Penn Union were
identified. Additional Penn Union lugs may be installed in the
population of 144 unknown terminal lugs that are discussed in
Paragraph I.B above (i.e., Items 8 and 9).

The installation of the Penn Union lugs identified to date predates
the documentation format that records the toolage used during
installation. Consequently, the confirmation of proper application
must be through visual inspection or correlation to T&B connector
installations.

Insulation was removed from two Penn Union lugs, and they were
inspected to verify proper lug size, die size, number of crimps, and
removal of flashing. Both were acceptable.

Penn Union TLU-series lugs are heavy-duty, cast-copper connectors
that are dimensionally identical to the T&B 53000-series connectors,
except for overall length (which may vary by up to 1/4 inch
depending on lug size), and have T&B tooling specified.

The Penn Union lugs use the identical crimping process as T&B 600V-
35kV lugs that are used in 600V and 6.9kV applications at WBN.
Approximately 200 T&B 600V-35kV lugs used in 600V applications were
visually inspected and verified as having acceptable die size,
number of crimps, and removal of flashing. In addition, 48 T&B
600V-35kV lugs that are used in medium-voltage applications were
inspected. All of the inspected T&B connectors that used the
identical crimping process as Penn Union lugs were acceptable.
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Due to the similarity in fabrication of the Penn Union connectors to
the T&B 53000-series connectors and the similar nature of the
crimping process to T&B connectors which do not use "R-suffix" dies,
it is reasonable to assess the adequacy of installation technique by
visual inspection of either lug type. Visual inspection of a large
number of this type of connector has demonstrated that installations
of both Penn Union and T&B connectors which do not use "R-suffix"
dies are acceptable.

In conclusion, the review which was performed to evaluate the extent of
condition of SCAR WBSCA940063 initially determined that T&B connectors
(other than the 15kV type which use "R-suffix" dies), Burndy connectors
installed per DCN M-11050, and the Penn Union connectors found during
inspection walkdowns are installed correctly. The lug deficiencies
recently identified in the 48OVac vital transfer switches (see
Section II.A) will be evaluated in conjunction with the previously
completed extent of condition described above.

D. Other Low-Voltage Applications

The T&B, Burndy, and Penn Union uninsulated lugs that are discussed
in Paragraphs A, B, and C above require a crimping operation which
is considered next in complexity to that required for the T&B 15kV
type connectors which utilize "R-suffix" compression dies. The
review to evaluate the extent of condition for WBSCA940063 provides
reasonable assurance that these types of connectors are properly
installed. The installation process for lower-voltage terminations
is simpler and uses different tooling. The installation
instructions provided to the craft and QC have been reviewed and
verified as adequate. Based on these considerations, the present
extent of condition methodology for WBSCA940063 does not require
evaluation of low-voltage terminations.

III. TECHNICAL BASIS FOR USE OF 600V-RATED UNINSULATED CONNECTOR/LUGS IN
MEDIUM-VOLTAGE APPLICATIONS

The UL486A standard for wire connectors and soldering lugs for use with
copper conductors does not cover connectors intended for use at voltage
levels in excess of 600 volts. However, it should be noted that UL
allows the use of uninsulated connectors up to 35kV if the cable is
stress-relieved to the cable manufacturers' instructions (UL
"Electrical Construction Materials," Exception 2). This fact has
created confusion as to the "rating" or "listing" of the subject
connector/lugs to UL requirements. For example, the Burndy catalog
states for YS-series connectors, "UL Listed to 35kV." Per
correspondence with Burndy, the catalog reference to "UL listed to
35kV" should read "UL allowed to 35kV." In addition, Thomas & Betts
does not prefer to use the UL publication "Electrical Construction
Materials" exception to specify voltage ratings. All Thomas & Betts
published voltage ratings above 600V are their own "vendor ratings" and
not UL. Penn Union has successfully tested the 500 MCM TLU-050D size
lug to the requirements of UL486A, but does not endorse their product
line to the UL standard. The Penn Union TLU-series terminal/lugs are
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primarily used in utility substation connections and are of the same
basic design as the Penn Union locomotive connectors which have been
used for many years in the railroad industry, sometimes in relatively
high vibration areas.

Therefore, Burndy and Thomas & Betts rate the subject connectors/lugs
for use in medium-voltage applications. Although the Penn Union
connectors are marketed for use in various medium-voltage and high-
voltage applications (i.e., switchyards), this vendor does not rate
their uninsulated connectors by voltage application. Basically,
uninsulated connectors/lugs are designed and tested as current carrying
components. The UL486A testing requirements address the mechanical
strength of the connector (e.g., secureness and pullout test) and the
current carrying capacity of the connector (e.g., static heating test).
There is no test for voltage capability for uninsulated connectors/lugs
per the requirements of UL486A.

To address the voltage capability of a connector/lug, shielded medium-
voltage power cables require stress control when terminated or spliced.
When the insulation is removed from a cable, the electric field
intensifies at the cutback point. If the field is great enough, it can
cause the air to break down, resulting in corona. Corona or electrical
discharge will ultimately destroy the cable insulation, causing
premature failure. It should be noted that for WBN medium-voltage
applications (6900V), the phase-to-ground voltage is approximately
4200VRMS which is on the low end of the spectrum for corona effects.
The splice kit manufacturer (e.g., Raychem) is responsible for the
dielectric integrity of the completed splice by use of stress relief
materials around a connector that may be supplied by various
manufacturers (e.g., Thomas & Betts, Burndy, etc.). For the connectors
discussed above, Raychem technical representatives have inspected as-
constructed splices representative of those found as part of the extent
of condition review. In addition, each splice inspected was properly
built utilizing Raychem kits. Raychem has performed extensive testing
using square-end (e.g., nontapered similar to Burndy YS-series or T&B
53500/5 4500-series) connectors to qualify their materials.

As requested by the NRC staff in a telephone conversation on
December 15, 1994, supporting documentation for the above-mentioned
testing is summarized below and provided as Attachment 1.

1. Raychem letter from Abe Shocket to Jim Krieg of TVA dated
October 31, 1994, stating that low-voltage (non-tapered) connectors
were used in the Raychem test samples.

2. Raychem letter from Harry Yaworski to Jim Krieg of TVA dated
November 4, 1994, stating that "It is not critical that the
installer completely remove the crimp 'ears' or crimp lines in an
effort to achieve a completely smooth connector surface because the
void filling stress relief mastic is applied over the connector."
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3. Raychem Test Report, "Qualification Testing of Raychem's HVS-820
Series 5/8kV Joint To IEEE 404-1086 And ANSI C119.1-1986
Section 3.10."

TVA notes a typographical error on Page 11 in the summary of test
number 7 for sample numbers 4 through 6. The report states
Cyclic Aging in "Air" (40'C). This summary statement is in
error. The tests were performed in water as described on Page 7
of the report.

In conclusion, T&B and Burndy support the use of their products in
medium-voltage applications as long as "voltage stress control" is
addressed by proper use of Raychem materials. Therefore, since the
connectors/lugs are rated by the manufacturer for use in a medium-
voltage application of 6900 volts with appropriate provisions for
stress control (i.e., use of Raychem materials), it is concluded that
these connectors/lugs are suitable for both the Integrated Test
Sequence (ITS) and long-term operation. Since Penn Union lugs were not
purchased to safety-related requirements, TVA has performed a
commercial grade dedication (TVA RIMS No. T49941229825) on these lugs
which addresses both material composition and testing per the
requirements of UL486A. Based upon successful UL486A testing and
commercial dedication, the installed Penn Union connectors are also
considered acceptable for long-term operation.

The information stated in the above paragraph satisfies TVA's
commitment from the letter dated November 18, 1994, to provide the
results of commercial grade dedication for Penn Union lugs and
justification that they can be used as currently installed.

IV. IMPROPER CRIMPING OF T&B 15kV LUGS/CONNECTORS

As part of the extent of condition methodology for SCAR WBSCA940063, NA
interviewed craft and QC personnel involved with installation of T&B
15kV connectors. Two craft personnel and one QC inspector indicated a
lack of knowledge regarding installation requirements. A splice on
which these three had worked was opened for inspection and was verified
to be incorrectly installed. Two other splices have had insulation
removed and they also did not meet installation requirements. More
interviews were performed which confirmed that confusion exists with
respect to proper installation requirements for the T&B 15kV
connectors. Review of the MAI-3.3 instructions revealed conflicting
requirements as a primary causal factor.

To confirm the worst-case installed configuration for the T&B 15kV
connectors, an additional 50 splices/terminations using either 2-way
connectors (44 splices) or 1-way lugs (6 each) have been X-rayed. The
X-rays readily demonstrated the number of crimps performed, but could
not discern die rotation. Among the X-rayed splices, 6 connectors were
installed on 500 MCM cables. The X-rays for these 6 connectors
demonstrated that four crimps (two per barrel end) had been performed.
The 6 were consistent with the one previously removed 500 MCM T&B 15kV
connector which had four crimps (no overlap) each with 900 rotation.
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For the remaining X-rayed splices/terminations, 38 2-way connectors and
6 1-way lugs were installed on 2/0 and 4/0 cables with the X-rays
showing one crimp on each barrel end. This sample was consistent with
the two previously removed 4/0 and 2/0 T&B 15kV connectors which had
one crimp on each end and no die rotation. The above results indicate
with reasonable assurance that the worst-case T&B 15kV connector
configuration is represented by one crimp per barrel, without rotation.
This configuration is discussed and evaluated in Section V below.
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V. TECHNICAL BASIS FOR USE OF THOMAS & BETTS 15kV 54000-SERIES SPLICES
(2-WAY CONNECTORS) AND 54400-SERIES LUGS

As previously discussed, field inspections have noted that the subject
T&B 15kV connectors/lugs have been installed improperly due to the
complexity of operation required (e.g., overlap and 900 rotation of
tool). Upon review of interviews with craft and QC inspectors, field
inspections, and X-ray results, it has been concluded that the worst-
case scenario is a connector with only one crimp on each barrel end
with no rotation. To determine the impact on the connector capability
to perform its intended function, Thomas & Betts performed a UL486A
test on 6 5 4 000-series connectors (two of each size) with only one
crimp on each end and no tool rotation. As noted below, the results
confirm that the tested connectors passed the UL486A requirements.

CABLE SIZE | SECURENESS B HEATING TEST ('C) PULL TEST PULLOUT 2 ABOVE
TEST ALLOWABLE/ACTUAL VALUE ACTUAL VALUE ALIAB LE

2/0 (54010) Both Passed 69 Both Passed See Note 1 370%
60/60 300 lbs 1110 lbs

4/0 (54012) Both Passed 70 Both Passed See Note 1 296%
63/65 450 lbs 1331 lbs

500 (54018) Both Passed 70 Both Passed See Note 1 310%
58/59 800 lbs 2483 lbs

NOTE 1: Only one connector specimen for each cable size was tested to determine actual
pullout value. This is not a requirement of UL486A.

Based on the successful results of this test, inspections by Raychem
technical representatives, and successful load testing of the DGs at
110% of rated load for 2 hours followed by 100% of rated load for
22 hours, it is concluded that the T&B 54 000-series and 5 4 4 0 0-series
connectors/lugs are suitable for use in support of the ITS. TVA has
performed additional testing and coordination with the manufacturer
(Thomas & Betts) to establish the long-term acceptability of T&B 54000-
series and 54400-series connectors/lugs. The test results and their
coordination with T&B are provided in Attachment 2 and summarized
below.

TVA Central Services Laboratory performed the test, which is documented
in Laboratory Report 95-0248 (TVA RIMS No. E13941216253), with
acceptable results. The results for the test were reviewed by T&B. As
documented in a letter from T&B to TVA's Tom Hughes dated December 21,
1994 (TVA RIMS No. T41941223858), T&B concluded that the test results
were acceptable to UL486A requirements and that the 54 0 0 0/5 4 4 00-series
connectors/lugs as installed at WBN with a minimum of one crimp in each
crimp area are suitable for long-term operation.

The information stated in the above paragraph satisfies TVA's
commitment from the letter dated November 18, 1994, to provide the
results of testing that demonstrates the long-term acceptability of T&B
54 000-series and 5 4 400-series connectors/lugs.
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VI. SUBSEQUENT ISSUES

Subsequent to the initial version of this report, which was submitted
in a letter dated November 18, 1994, two NRC questions have been
initiated and the extent of condition for SCAR WBNSCA940063 has
identified documentation deficiencies associated with a T&B specialty
connector series utilized by TVA. The two questions and SCAR problem
description are briefly summarized below and addressed in the following
discussions.

1. NRC Question

Describe analysis which demonstrates that an undetected "open" in
one cable of a set of paralleled cables does not affect system
response to a ground fault.

TVA Response

The scenario of concern involves full-load operation of the DG with
the 500 MCM parallel conductor open-circuited and the remaining #4/0
parallel conductors carrying all of the current. Informal analysis
has shown that the cable operating temperature under this condition
will be less than 1300C, even with the Unit 2 DGs carrying much more
than the required loads for Unit 1 operation.

If a ground fault occurs under these conditions, there will be no
impact to the operation of the DG, the cable operating temperature,
or proper coordination of protective devices. The WBN diesel
generator neutrals are high-resistance grounded, and the maximum
calculated ground fault current is 8.0 amps. If the ground fault
occurs between the generator terminals and the 6.9kV shutdown board
load breakers, the DG ground fault relay (neutral-resistor-over-
voltage device "59N") provides annunciation only (i.e., the circuit
does not trip). Under this condition, the small ground fault
current would have an insignificant affect on the cable temperature.
If the ground fault occurs downstream of the load breakers, the load
breaker will trip via instantaneous overcurrent "50G" devices. The
480V system is ungrounded (powered via delta-connected
transformers). Consequently, a ground fault would not produce any
current.

TVA has performed testing on the cables for DG 2A-A as a
representative example. This testing was done to demonstrate the
affect of multiple cable splices and to assess the performance of
the cables. The DG was loaded to rated output KVA and power factor
(4400 KW and 3300 KVAR) and the cable voltage drop and current flow
were measured in each phase. The voltage drop was recorded as
26-28 volts among the three phases. This is less than the
calculated voltage drop of 35 volts, which is based on 90'C
conductor temperature and worst-case cable reactance. There existed
a small spread between the voltages on different phases which
demonstrates that the phase impedances are equal, and all parallel
conductors are intact. The measured voltage drop also clearly shows
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that the cable splices present no additional impedance beyond that
used in the DG voltage analysis.

The maximum cable load recorded at 100% DG rated output was 5% below
the maximum calculated amperage (240 versus 252) for the parallel
4/0 AWG cables. Informal analysis using the 240 amp value has
determined that the maximum cable temperature will be less than 80'C
even with the Unit 2 DGs carrying much more than the required loads
for Unit 1 operation.

2. NRC Question

Provide information on the damaged ductbanks that have been found at
WBN and include assurance that no active cables are affected. Also,
address the potential for future problems due to possible long-term
degradation of the ductbanks.

TVA Response

During the installation of cables in a control level conduit in the
ductbank run from the Auxiliary Building to the Intake Pumping
Station as corrective action for the pullby cable damage issue,
additional cable damage was noted and documented in Problem
Evaluation Report WBP900299PER. This cable damage was caused by the
surges resulting from the use of an improper pull rope which caused
the cable to jump rollers used to aid in the pulling. In order to
lower the pull tension required for installation of replacement
cables, the cables were divided between two conduits. In an effort
to select an additional conduit, restrictions were noted in some of
the PVC conduits. The restrictions were caused by an object such as
rebar partially obstructing the conduit, possibly during the curing
process for the ductbank concrete encasement. The damaged conduits
were not used and a requirement was included in General Engineering
Specification G-38 to require that a mandrel be pulled through a PVC
conduit prior to its use to assure that the conduit is free from
damage or obstructions.

During the implementation of DCNs M-11050, F-19912, F-23722, and
F-24759 which reworked the diesel generator cables to the 6.9kV
shutdown boards to resolve the ampacity issue, additional damaged
PVC ductbank conduits were identified through the use of the
mandrel. The damaged conduits were generally found on the top
outside layer of ductbank conduits. Undamaged spare conduits were
selected for the DG feeder cables by use of the mandrel being pulled
through the conduits as discussed above.

TVA considers the following points as technical justification that
active cables installed within the ductbank runs from the Auxiliary
Building to the Intake Pumping Station and to the Diesel Generator
Building have not been affected by damaged ductbank conduits.

1. Cables installed in the ductbank runs have been inspected at
manholes as part of TVA's response to cable damage issues.
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No gross damage such as would be expected from installation
in obstructed conduits has been observed.

2. Class lE 6.9kV cables to the DGs and to the ERCW pumps have
been high-potential (hi-pot) tested which provides assurance
that those cables have not been damaged and will perform
their intended safety function.

3. During the hi-pot testing for the cable pullby issue to
validate the threshold between the conduits with high risk
potential for causing cable pullby damage and the conduits
with a low risk, cables contained in 40 low-risk conduits
were tested. Since the tested cables included not only the
portion within the conduit of concern, but the total length,
those contained within the ERCW conduit ductbank were hi-pot
tested. Some of the tested cables included medium-level
signal (V2) cables from the Main Control Room to the Intake
Pumping Station and were routed in the ERCW ductbank. Those
cables are shielded which provides a ground plane for the
test. No cable failures from that test were found within the
ductbank run.

To address the potential for future problems due to possible
long-term degradation of ductbanks, it is noted that the
damage to conduits that has been identified occurred during
the construction phase as a result of the heat generated
during the concrete curing process or as the result of
collapse of the conduits due to inadequate securing of rebars
during the concrete pour or possibly having some piece of
heavy equipment passing over the run prior to curing of the
concrete being complete. Since the concrete is now rigid, no
additional damage is likely to occur. Therefore, active
cables in the ductbank runs will not be subject to
degradation.

3. SCAR WBNSCA940063. Description of Condition Item No. 19

T&B 2-way connector 251-30485-series are identified in MAI-3.3, but
are not in G-38 (0-600V use).

TVA Response

As part of reviewing the extent of condition for SCAR WBNSCA940063,
T&B 251-30485-series connectors were identified as being specified
in MAI-3.3, but not addressed by G-38. This connector type is a
specialty order which uses T&B 53500-series connectors with
different hole sizes drilled on each end of the connector to
accommodate in-line splicing of different conductor sizes. This
type of connector has primarily been used for cable termination at
the containment electrical penetrations. Further review was
initiated to validate procurement documentation. Procurement
records were verified which required testing to UL requirements.
Research of TVA documentation did not produce UL test reports.
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T&B was contacted and informed of the problem of lack of UL486A
certification for the 251-series connectors. T&B researched their
files on that series connectors and also could not find UL486A test
documentation. Therefore, T&B performed UL486A testing for
secureness, static heat rise, and pull out on a bounding sample
population of connectors based on conductor size with successful
test results as documented in T&B letter to Mike Brickey of TVA
dated December 8, 1994 (TVA RIMS No. T41941213820). Based on the
test results, similar construction to standard connectors and T&B's
experience with this type connector, they certify that the entire
line of 251-series case copper reducing splices exceed the UL486A
requirements for secureness, static heat rise, and pull out.

The documentation referred to above is included in Attachment 3.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Raychem Correspondence and Test Reports

1. Letter dated October 31, 1994

2. Letter dated November 4, 1994

3. Test Report No. EDR-5181



Raycheml RnyrA CorepIorin Telephone 302-;S3-7S51
.Vorih Ame~rica )hinenS". C4,nler Wax 30.7-JS3-7516
220 Lake Drive
Novxwrk. DE 19702

October 31, 1994

Mr. Jim Krieg
TVA - Watts Bar X 41 941031 92
P.O. Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37321
Phone (615) 365-1504
Fax (615) 365-1431

Dear Jim:

I understand that there is some concern at TVA regarding the use of
low-voltage connectors with Raychem's HVS-820S series 8kV
splices. Raychem does not require tapered connectors for splices
up through 1 5kV, and in fact, all our qualification work is done on
samples connected with standard low-voltage connectors. Tapered
connectors are recommended at 25kV and 35kV due to the higher
stresses at those voltages in the connector region.

The HVS-820S series splices are qualified to IEEE 404 as detailed
in our test report EDR-5181. The stresses are sufficiently low
enough in the connector region that only stress relief mastic is
required to grade the stress - no stress control tubing. Connectors
used in the test samples were low-voltage (non-tapered) connectors.

I trust that this information satisfies your requirement. If you have
any comments or questions regarding this matter, please do not
hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

RAYCHEM CORPORATION

Abe Shocket
Technical Manager
Electrical Products Group

cc: Jim Macroglou



Raychem Corporation Telephone 302/453 1414Raych em 220 Lake Drive FAX 302/453 7574
Newark, DE 19702

November 4, 1994

Mr. Jim Krieg
TVA - Watts Bar
P.O. Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37321
Phone (615) 365-1431
FAX (615) 365-1431

Dear Jim:

As requested in the NRC meeting in Rockville Maryland yesterday I offer this memo as asupplement to the October 31 memo from Abe Shocket explaining Raychem's stress controlsystems.

Raychem splices are qualified to the 8 and 15kV class requirements of IEEE 404 using standardnon tapered, low-voltage connectors. The stress grading materials which make this possible arefundamental to Raychem's medium voltage product line. First I will explain the overallconstruction of the splice and then give details of the stress control components in order to gain abetter understanding of the stress control system.

Medium voltage cable is prepared by stripping back the jacket, semicon, and insulation per theprescribed dimensions. Raychem insulating and rejacketing tubes are then nested onto the cablebefore the connector is crimped. The connector is then crimped per the manufacturer's crimpinginstructions. Void filling, stress relief mastic is then wrapped completely over the connector andexposed conductor and overlapping the insulation 1/4". Void filling, stress relief mastic is alsoapplied over the semicon cutbacks to reduce electric stresses. Red moisture sealing mastic isalso applied 1/2" back from the semicon cutbacks. The cable primary insulation andsemiconductive shield is then restored with the Raychem black/red dual layer tube. Neutralground and jacket restoration completes the splice.

Raychem instructions also remind the installer to deburr the connector after crimping to removeloose, sharp pieces of metal. It is not critical that the installer completely remove the crimp 'ears'or crimp lines in an effort to achieve a completely smooth connector surface because the voidfilling stress relief mastic is applied over the connector. The mastic is a highly polarepichlorohydrin rubber with high dielectric constant and low volume resistivity. The mastic isapplied between the connector and the primary insulation forming a series electrical circuit withthe primary insulation. Since the mastic has a complex impedance which is about five orders ofmagnitude less than the primary insulation very little voltage drop occurs across the mastic.Electrical stresses around the edges and imperfections in the connector geometry are reduced toacceptable levels.
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Raychem
* I trust that this information satifies your requirements. If you have any further questions or

comments please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

RAYCHEM CORPORATION

Harry Yawors i
Electrical Products Group

cc: Jim Macroglou
Abe Shocket
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EDR- 5181
12/27/88
Rev. 1

I. OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the electrical performance of Raychem's 5/8kV
HVS-820 series heat-shrinkable cable joints to IEEE Standard
404-1986 and section 3.10 of ANSI C119.1-1986 for use on
jacketed shielded power cable.

II. SUMMARY

A consistent design basis was used to design the HVS-820 and
the HVS-800 series joints, the predecessor of the HVS-820
series. Both cable joints incorporate two heat-shrinkable
tubings: a coextruded dual-layer insulating/conductiving
tubing, which provides both the insulation and insulation
shield; and a rejacketing sleeve which replaces the cable
jacket in the splice area to provide for mechanical protec-
tion as well as an environmental seal. Stress Relief
Material is used in the design for void-filling and stress-
control. The splice was designed for installation on 5 or
8kV jacketed power cable.

Test loops were constructed with 100% EPR-insulated metallic-
tape (ribbon) shielded type cable, two standard Raychem
HVT-80 terminations, and the appropriate HVS-820 series
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EDR- 5181
12/27/88
Rev. 1

II-. SUMMARY (Continued)

splice. All test samples were subjected to the test

sequence described in IEEE Standard 404-1986 for extruded

dielectric cable and the thermal cycling/quenching test

specified in section 3.10 of ANSI C119.1-1986. (See

Appendix I for test data.) The configuration tested repre-

sents a worst possible arrangement to produce maximum

electrical stresses in the joint during testing, and is

considered adequate for product line type testing.

The test samples successfully completed the specific

requirements of the relevant tests. Short-term current and

shielding tests were carried out on representative joints

of similar construction and are reported in EDR-5158.

III. CONCLUSION

By satisfying the required test sequences of IEEE 404-1986,

it is concluded that the HVS-820 series joint kits provide

a suitable means of jointing 5 or 8kV jacketed power

cables. In addition, the same set of test samples was sub-

jected to every portion of the test sequence, including the

ANSI C119.1-1986 Section 3.10 thermal shock test, providing

a more stringent test procedure than required since IEEE

404-1986 permit the use of new, fresh samples for different

sections of the test program.
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EDR-5181
12/27/88
Rev. 1

IV. SAMPLE PREPARATION

All six (6) samples were constructed by initially ter-
minating ten-foot (10') pieces of cable with HVT-80 ter-
minations. Each sample was then subjected to a bench mark
partial discharge test. The loops were then cut and
jointed with an appropriate compression connector and a
Raychem HVS-822 joint.

Cable Description

Conductor Cross-section Area #2 AWG
Number of Conductor Strands 7
Conductor Material Copper
Voltage Class 5/8kV
Insulation Material EPR
Thickness of Insulation 133/100%
Semicon Layer Extruded
Shielding Metallic Tape
Jacket PVC

V. TESTING

The six (6) test samples were subject to the sequential
design proof testing as specified in IEEE Standard
404-1986. Three (3) of the samples were subjected to
cyclic aging in 40%C water and the remaining three (3)
were cyclic aged in air. Immediately following the
completion of the IEEE 404 testing, the samples were sub-
jected to 50 cycles of current loading/water submersion.
This load cycle/submersion test was performed to simulate
flooding during times of heavy loads and is described in
ANSI C119.1-1986, Section 3.10. Although this specifica-
tion is for 600 volt rated joints, it was felt that it
offered a good test situation to prove sealing charac-
teristics of the splice. Partial discharge (Corona)
measurements were taken on each sample following the 50
current/submersion cycles, and a dc proof test conducted
to verify interface integrity.

The proof tests specified in IEEE 404-1986 that were not
part of the sequential tests listed in this report are
contained in Raychem Energy Report EDR-5158. These tests
include the "Shielding Test" and "Short Time Current."
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EDR- 5181
12/27/88
Rev. 1

V. TESTING (Continued)

A. Test Sequence

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13

Partial Discharge (Corona) Voltage Level Test

Alternating-Current Withstand Voltage
Direct-Current Withstand Voltage
Impulse Withstand Voltage at 20'C
Impulse Withstand Voltage at 130'C
Partial Discharge (Corona) Voltage Level Test

Cyclic Aging
Partial Discharge (Corona) Voltage Level Test

High Voltage Time
Partial Discharge (Corona) Voltage Level Test

Current Cycle/Water Submersion
Partial Discharge (Corona) Voltage Level Test

Direct-Current Withstand Voltage

1. Partial Discharge (DEV) Voltage Level

An alternating-current voltage of 8.3kV was

applied between the conductor and the insu-

lation shield of the test samples. The voltage
was then lowered to 6.9kV at which time the

discharge level was not to exceed 3pC for at

least 3 seconds and no longer than 60 seconds.

* The 8.3kV voltage is derived from the
specification statement of 20 percent
above the 6.9kV requirement.

Result: All samples passed the 13kV voltage
level requirement with less than 3pC
discharge.
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EDR- 5181
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V. TESTING (Continued)

2. Alternating-Current Withstand Voltage

Each sample was subjected to an alternating-
current voltage of 23kV for a period of one
minute applied between the conductor and
grounded insulation shield. The voltage level
of 23kV was reached within 30 seconds of initial
application of voltage.

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood the applied vol-
tage for the specified time.

3. Direct-Current Withstand Voltage

A direct-current voltage of 45kV was applied bet-
ween the conductor of each test sample and the
grounded insulation shield for 15 minutes. The
test was performed with a negative polarity,
(i.e, the negative terminal of the apparatus was
connected to the conductor of each sample).

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood the direct-current
voltage applied for the specified time.
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EDR- 5181
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V. TESTING (Continued)

4. Impulse Withstand Voltage at 20'C

An impulse voltage (BIL) having crest value of
95kV was applied between each conductor and the
grounded insulation shield while the sample was
at room temperature. The impulse wave had a
standard 1.2 Vs rise time and 50 Vs tail.
Impulse waves were applied 10 times with a posi-
tive polarity and 10 times with a negative
polarity to each sample.

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood 10 positive and
10 negative polarity impulse voltage
applications of 95kV.

5. Impulse Withstand Voltage at 130'C

The samples were subjected to 10 positive and 10
negative polarity impulse applications as
described in test no. 4 while the conductor of
each sample was at a temperature of 1300C. The
130'C conductor temperature was achieved by con-
necting the samples in series through a current
transformer and applying 315 amperes to the
samples for 2 hours.

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood 10 positive and 10
negative polarity impulse voltage appli-
cations of 95kV while at 1300C conductor
temperature.

6. Partial Discharged (DEV) Voltage Level

An alternating-current voltage of 8.3kV was
applied between the conductor and the insu-
lation shield of the test samples. The voltage
was then lowered to 6.9kV at which time the
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V. TESTING (Continued)

discharge level was not to exceed 3pC for at
least 3 seconds and no longer than 60 seconds.

* The 8.3kV voltage is derived from the
specification statement of 20 percent
above the 6.9kV requirement.

Result: All samples passed the 13kV voltage
level requirement with less than 3pC
discharge.

7. Cyclic Aging Test

The six (6) test samples were connected in
series through a current transformer and 315
amps were applied for 8 hours per day to achieve
a conductor temperature of 1300C* within the
first two hours of current loading.

The current was then turned off for 16 hours
allowing the conductors to cool to room tem-
perature. This cycle was repeated 30 times over
the next 30 days. While being subjected to these
thermal cycles, three (3) of the test samples
were suspended in air at room temperature and
three (3) samples were placed in a water bath so
that the splice area was immersed under a minimum
12-inch head of tap water heated to a continuous
temperature of 40'C.

* 315 amps produces a 130'C conductor tem-
perature on that portion of the cable
samples that are suspended in air at
room temperature.

An alternating-current voltage of 15kV (3 times
the rated phase to ground voltage) was applied
continuously to the conductors throughout the
30-day cyclic aging test.
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V. TESTING (Continued)

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples passed without breakdown or

flashover.

8. Partial Discharge (DEV) Voltage Level

An alternating-current voltage of 8.3kV was

applied between the conductor and the insu-

lation shield of the test samples. The voltage

was then lowered to 6.9kV at which time the

discharge level was not to exceed 3pC for at

least 3 seconds and no longer than 60 seconds.

* The 8.3kV voltage is derived from the

specification statement of 20 percent

above the 6.9kV requirement.

Result: All samples passed the 13kV voltage
level requirement with less than 3pC

discharge.

9. High-Voltage Time Test

All six (6) cable samples were placed in a water

bath so the joint was immersed under a minimum

12-inch head of tap water. While immersed, the

following alternating-current voltages were applied

for the specified time periods between the conductors
and grounded insulation shield and grounded water.

Test A

23kV for 5 hours

Test B

34.5kV for 1 hour
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V. TESTING (Continued)

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood the alternating-current
voltages for the times listed above.

10. Partial Discharge (DEV) Voltage Level

An alternating-current voltage of 8.3kV was
applied between the conductor and the insu-
lation shield of the test samples. The voltage
was then lowered to 6.9kV at which time the
discharge level was not to exceed 3pC for at
least 3 seconds and no longer than 60 seconds.

* The 8.3kV voltage is derived from the
specification statement of 20 percent
above the 6.9kV requirement.

Result: All samples passed the 13kV voltage
level requirement with less than 3pC
discharge.

11. Current Cycle and Water Submersion

The six (6) samples were connected in series and sub-
jected to 50 cycles of current loading followed by
water submersion. One cycle is defined as applying
sufficient current to the sample to achieve a con-
ductor temperature of 90'C within 1 hour, de-energizing
after the 1 hour current period, and immediately
immersing the splice area of the sample under a mini-
mum 1-foot head of tap water having a temperature of
250C for 30 minutes.

Requirement: No water leakage or seal failure.

Result: All samples passed.
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V. TESTING (Continued)

12. Partial Discharge (DEV) Voltage Level

An alternating-current voltage of 8.3kV was

applied between the conductor and the insu-

lation shield of the test samples. The voltage

was then lowered to 6.9kV at which time the

discharge level was not to exceed 3pC for at

least 3 seconds and no longer than 60 seconds.

* The 8.3kV voltage is derived from the

specification statement of 20 percent

above the 6.9kV requirement.

Result: All samples passed the 13kV voltage

level requirement with less than 3pC

discharge.

13. Direct-Current Withstand Voltage

A direct-current voltage of 45kV was applied bet-

ween the conductor of each test sample and the

grounded insulation shield for 15 minutes. The

test was performed with a negative polarity,

(i.e, the negative terminal of the apparatus was

connected to the conductor of each sample).

Requirement: No breakdown or flashover.

Result: All samples withstood the direct-current
voltage applied for the specified time.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF TEST

TEST NUMBER REQUIREMENT RESULT

1. Partial Discharge
Voltage Level 1 thru 6 • 3pC at 6.9kV Passed

2. A.C. Withstand No breakdown
1 Minute at 23kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed

3. D.C. Withstand No breakdown
15 minutes at 45kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed

4. Impulse Voltage
Withstand at 20'C No breakdown
± 10 at 95kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed

5. Impulse Voltage
Withstand at 130'C No breakdown
+ 10 at 95kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed

6. Partial Discharge
Voltage Level 1 thru 6 S 3pC at 6.9 kV Passed

7. Cyclic Aging In
Air (200) 8 Hours
On, 16 Hours Off No breakdown
1300C 1 thru 3 or flashover Passed
Cyclic Aging In
A-ir (40'C) 8
Hours On, 16 Hours No breakdown
Off 1300C 4 thru 6 or flashover Passed

8. Partial Discharge
Voltage Level 1 thru 6 • 3pC at 6.9kV Passed

9. High Voltage Time
(AC) 5 Hours at
23kV and 1 Hour No breakdown
at 34.5kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed

10. Partial Discharge
Voltage Level 1 thru 6 • 3pC at 6.9kV Passed

11. Current Cycle and
Water Submersion No water
50 cycles 1 hour on, leakage into
30-minute immersion 1 thru 6 splice Passed

12. Partial Discharge
Voltage Level 1 thru 6 • 3pC at 6.9kV Passed

13. D.C. Withstand No breakdown
15 minutes at 45kV 1 thru 6 or flashover Passed
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ATTACHMENT 2

Thomas & Betts 54 0 0 0/54400-Series Connector Test Documentation

1. Summary Table of Test Results

2. Letter dated December 21, 1994



THOMAS & BETTS 2-WAY C * TORS SUMMARY

CONNECTOR CABLE/ CRIMP END LUGS SECURENESS HEATING TEST COtlDUCTOR PULLOUT PULLOUT
SPECIMEN NO. CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS TEST ALLOW/ACTUAL TE MP ALLOW/PASS- ACTUAL

|_ FAIL

TB15KV- 2/OAWG - ONE CRIMP EACH 54460 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 72.S/53.5 52.3 300 LB/PASS 1519 LUG
95-0248-1 54010 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TBlSKV-2 2/0 AWG ONE CRIMP EACH 54460 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 72.8/56.4 52.0 300 LB./PASS 1484 LUG
95-0248-2 54010 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TB1SKV-3 2/0 AWG - STD CRIMP EACH 54460 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 72.8/56.5 52.3 300 LB./PASS 1522 LUG
95-0248-3 54010 END RE:DCN OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

F-33285 FOR
INSTRUCTIONS

T815KV-4 4/0 AWG - ONE CRIMP EACH 54470 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 7-1.1/57.9 50.4 450 LB./PASS 25-10 LUG95-0248-4 54012 END W/O ROTATIOr. OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TB15KV-S 4/0 AWG - ONE CRIMP EACH 54470 CRIMP PER ROMTS PASSED 74.1/56.6 52.2 450 LB./PASS 2680 LUG9 5-0248-5 54012 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TBlSKV-6 4/0 AWG - STD CRIMP EACH 54470 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 74.1/56.5 50.2 450 LB/PASS 2607 LUG95-0248-6 54012 END RE:DCN OF OCM W-33256 BROKE
F-33285 FOR

INSTRUCTIONtS

TBlSKV-7 250 MCM- ONE CRIMP EACH 54480 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 74.2/59.6 53.2 500 LB./PASS 2953 LUG95-0248-7 54013 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TBlSKV-8 250 MCM- ONE CRIMP EACH 54480 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 74.2/60.0 52.0 500 LB./PASS 2870 LUG95-0248.8 54013 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 BROKE

TBlSKV-9 250 MCM- STO CRIMP EACH 54480 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 741.2/S9.S 51.2 500 LB/PASS 3124 LUG95-0248-9 54013 END RE:DCN OF 0CM W-33256 BROKE
F-33285 FOR

INSTRUCTIONS

TB1SKV-10 SOO MCM- ONE CRIMP EACH 54484 CRIMP PER ROMTS PASSED 74.8/67.8 53.2 800 LB./PASS 3477 PULLED95-0248.10 54018 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 OUT

TB1 5KV-11i 500 MCM- ONE CRIMP EACH 54484 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 74.8/67.9 49.4 800 LB./PASS 3845 PULLED
95-0248-11 | 54018 END W/O ROTATION OF DCM W-33256 OUT

TB15KV-12 500 MCM- STD CRIMP EACH 54484 CRIMP PER RQMTS PASSED 74.8/60.0 49.7 800 LB./PASS 7209 LUG95-0248-12 54018 END RE:DCN OF OCM W-33256 BROKE
F-33285 FOR

INtSTRUCTIONS

0



THOMAS & BETT* SUMMARY

LUG SPECIMEN CABLE/LUG CAT. CRIMP REQUIREMENTS SECURENESS HEATING TEST CONDUCTOR PULLOUT PULLOUT
NO. NO. TEST(PASS/FAIL) ALLOW/ACTUAL TE MP ALLOW/PASS-FAIL ACTUAL

T815KV-13A 2/0 AWG -54460 STO CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 70.8/45.1 49.3 300 LB./PASS 1479 LUG
TBISKV-13B 2/0 AWG -54460 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 70.8/57.3 BROKE
95-0248-13

TBlSKV-14A 2/0 AWG -54460 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 70.8/55.9 55.2 300 LB./PASS 2397 LUGTBISKV-14B 2/0 AWG -54460 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 70.8/57.4 BROKE
95-0248-14

TB1SKV-1SA 2/0 AWG -54460 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 70.8/56.8 49.1 300 LB./PASS 2437 L.lG
TBlSKV-158 2/0 AWG -54460 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 70.8/40.6 BROKE
95-0248-15

T815KV-16A 2/0 AWG -54460 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 70.8/56.8 44.3 300 LB./PASS 2232T815KV-168 2/0 AWG -54460 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 70.8/40.6 PULLED OUT
95-0248-16

TB15KV-17A - 4/0 AWG -54470 STO CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 72.0/54.4 46.4 450 LB./PASS 27.7 LUG
T815KV-178 4/0 AWG -54470 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 72.0/58.4 BROKE
95-0248-17

TBI5KV-18A 4/0 AWG -54470 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 7 2.0/60.9 47.1 450 LB/PASS 2665 LUGTB1SKV-18B 4/0 AWG -54470 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 72.0/61.6 BROKE
95-0248-18

TB1SKV-19A 4/0 AWG -54470 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 7 2.0/60.6 45.0 450 LB/PASS 2685 LUGTBISKV-19B 4/0 AWG -54470 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 72.0/53.6 BROKE
95-0248-19

TB15KV-20A 4/0 AWG -54470 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 72.0/58.5 42.0 450 LB./PASS 2705 LUG
TBI5KV-20B 4/0 AWG -54470 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 72.0/50.7 BROKE
9 5-0248-20

TBISKV-21A 250.MCM -54480 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 73.2/54.9 50.6 500 LB./PASS 3042 LUGT I5-2KV-218 250 MCM -54480 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 73.2/57.7 BROKE
9 5-0248-21

TB15KV-22A 250.MCM -54480 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 73.2/60.4 47.9 500 LB./PASS 2121 LUG
TBSKV-228 250 MCM -54480 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 73.2/61.5 BROKE
9 5-024 8-22

TB15KV-23A 250.MCM-54480 STD CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 73.2/62.6 44.3 500 LB./PASS 3105 LUG
TB15KV-23B 250 MCM -54480 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 73.2/57.5 BROKE
95-0248-23

TBISKV-24A 250.MCM -54480 STO CRIMP RQMTS OF DCN W33256 PASSED 73.2/56.0 47.3 500 LB./PASS 3386 LUG
TBlSKV-24B 250 MCM -54480 ONE CRIMP NO ROTATION 73.2/51.3 BROt E
95-0248-24



c)2 3 Thoma & Betts Corporation4 9 * 3' 1555 Lynuficld Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 682-8221

Thomas & Betts

December 21, 1994

Mr. Tom Hughes
TVA Watts Bar Nuclear Power Plant
PO Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37381

Dear Tom,

After having your tests on the T&B compression products reviewed by our
engineering group, we find the results consistent with our own testing acceptable to
U.L. 486 requirements, and suitable for long term performance.

If I can be of any other assistance, please call me.

Regards

Nick Cassella
Product Market Manager

cc: John Students
Jose Piriz



ATTACHMENT 3

Thomas & Betts Documentation for 251-Series Connectors

1. Letter dated December 8, 1994, with accompanying test results.
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Thomas & Bctts Corporation
1555 Lynnfield Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 682-8221

Thomas & Betts

December 8, 1994

Mr. Mike Brickey
TVA Watts Bar Nuclear Power Plant
PO Box 2000
Aisle B, A134
Spring City, TN 37381

Dear Mike,

Attached are the test results from six of the "251" series cast copper reducing
splices. The products tested more than performed to the Secureness, Static Heat
Rise, and Pull Out requirements per U.L. 486.

Based on this test data, similar construction, and our experience with this type of
connector, Thomas and Betts certifies that the entire line of cast copper reducing
splices exceed the U.L. 486 requirements for Secureness, Static Heat Rise, and Pull
Out.

Please call me with any questions,

Nick Cassella
Product Market Manager

cc: John Students
Jose Piriz
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Thomas & Betts Corporation
1555 Lnnficld Road
Mcmphis, TS 38119
(901) 682-8221

Thomas & Betts

January 10, 1995

Mr. Mike Brickey
TNVA Watts Bar Nuclear Power Plant
PO Box 2000
Aisle B, A134
Spring City, TNT 37381

Denr Mike,

Tn reference to my letter of December 8, 1994 and the test results attached, I amsending you ncw copies of the test reports with the word "Confidential" removed.

Thomas and Betts stands behind these test results and will allow TV;A to rele2se theinformation to the NRC.

Please call me if you need further assistance.

Regards,

Nick Cassella
Prod uct Market MNnager

cc:

-A

I



THOMAS & BETTf- CORPORATION

PROJECT NO: CM 400759 PAGE NO: 2 OF 2

TESTED BY: JOHN DORIAN TEST DATE: 12/6-12/7/94

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT LIST

* * * * * * * * * *
TFE NUMBER ------------------ 1305
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION ----- SECURENESS MACH
MANUFACTURER ----------------- TB
MODEL NUMBER ----------- --- 4 STAGE
SERIAL NUMBER
ACCURACY ---------------------- SEE MANUAL
LAST CALIBRATION DATE --------- NO CAL
CALIBRATION CYCLE -------------
* * * * * * *.
TFE NUMBER --------------------- 218EQUIPMENT DESCRIPT ON-- -------- TENSILE MACH

NarUACTURER ------------------- TINIUS
MODEL NUMBER ------------------- 2400SERIAL NUMBER ----- ----------- 20868ACCURACY ---------------------- SEE UAL
LAST CALIBRATION DATE -------- 05/02/94
CAfLTRATTON CYCLE ------------ I YEAR* * * * * *. * * * *

TFE NUMBER ------------------- 2284
E-QUIPMENT DESCRIPTION --------- 2400u LOAD CELL
MANUFACTURER ---------------- -REVERE
MODEL NMBrE -------------------- 2400
SERIAL NUMB-R ----------------- 017100
ACCUAC---- --------------------- SEE MANUAL
LAST CALIBRA.T2ON DATE -------- 05/02/94
CALIBRkTION CYCLE -------------- 1 YEAR* * * * * * * t * *
TFE NUMBER ------------------- 2
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION -------- A.C.AMMntERMANUFACTURER -------------------WESTON
MODEL NtSE---------------------- 433
SERIAL NUMBER ----------------- 80164
ACCURACY ---------------------- 75
LAST CALBRATION DATE -------- 12/15/93
CALIBRATION CYCL ------------- 1 YEAR* * * * * * * * * *i
TFE -U---BER ------------------- 1638
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION --------- TEMP INDICATOR
MANUFACTURER ----------------- DORIC
MODEL NUMBER ----------------- 400A
SERIAL NUMBER ---------------- 338520ACCURAcy ------------------------ SE- MANUL
LAST CALZBRATION DATE -------- 02/04/94
CALIBRATION CYCLE -------------1 YEAR

k w * * * *

CVirf 'a C A'- rACPCR YOF THOJOAZ & BET. NOT 'O9E CLOED TOOTHEn1. rft(Posur-o DOm uQ FOR ANY PfknOC5 EXCEtP A3 AVJTHoA&ZrO INWutUSO OYAN AUTNOR1jCO CFFCIAL OF ,TD. MUST tE A CT URACO To TLa ON OE)xA. ON GCOMPLETION P OPOCRA. OOTAEHEA pUnpoSC Opn WhICH LTK.
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THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION .~

PROJECT NO; CM 400759 PAGE NO: 2 OF' 2
TESTED BY: JOHN DORIAN TEST DATE: 12/6-12/7/94

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT LIST

* * * * * * * * * .*
TFE NUMBER -- ----------------- 1673EQUIPMENIT DESCRIPTION -------- C.T. 400:5M.ANUFACTURER ----------------- SIMPSON
MODEL NUMBER ------------------- 400:5SERIAL NUMBER ----------------
ACCURACY --------------------- -LAST CALIBRATION DATE---------- 10/08/93CAL7BRATION CYCLE ------------ 2 YEAR* * * * * *, * * * *
TF-t NuyBr-R ------------------- 41EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION --------- TE{P INDICATORMANUFACTURER ------------------- DORICMODEL NUMBER ------------------- 400A
SERIAL NUMBER ------------------ 30140ACCURACY --------------------- SEE MANUAL
LAST CALIBRATION DATE --------- 06/15/94CALIBRATION CYCLE ------------- 1 EAR* * * * * 4 * * * . *T1E NUMB R -------- ----------- 1199
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION ---------. C. AMMETERMANUFACTURER ------------------ WESTON
Y.ODEL NU.BER ----------------- 433SERI.kL NUMBER ------------------ 179699ACCURACY --------------------- -75S
LAST CALIB.RATION DAT- -------- 11/14/94CALIBRATION cYc- ------------- 2 YEAR* * * * * *- * * *TrE NUMBER ------------------- 2718EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION --------- C.T. 50:5MANUFACTURE-R------------------ 

SIliPSONMODEL NUMBER ----------------- 01293SERIAL NUMBER -------------
ACCURACy ------------------
LAST CALIBRATION DATE -------- 07/18/94CALIBRATION CYCLE -------------- 2 YEAR* * * * * * * * t *

CO)Ir'lOt&t-L PROtto F Try rHoMA^a aDErTz. NOT t O aE 03 LO ro CT mI3. AE PA0 tiDt OaA UtE OFOR ANY PUA)'0O8 Z XCC TAZAUrntokIZCD IN
P ;y U~ ̂ UrtloVjrOt Or;IAL OF TL.. r U-sr C FtATURtN CD TO TL; ON D i ANt . ow COLi 01. TLION ORC ER. 0o OTx r n rvn1po C roR WHICH Lrw-
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. HOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION :

DEC 07'94

TEST LABORATORY

REPORTI
PAGr 1 of 6

TST D=Tr: 12/6-12/7/94

Ite= TestoC - Cast copper size reducing splicing Connectors
Catalogg No. - 251-30465-331
spacirication - UL 486A Section 10, 11, 12 (3 August 1992)

BECtTE SS, STATIC HEAT RIBS A=D PULLOUT TESTS

Procedure: The samples were assembled to copper cable and subjected tothe static heating sequence of tests under the conditions outlined.

Installation Tool: TBM15
Die: 99
Number of Crimps: 2
Torque: N/A
Main wire Size/Type: 350 MCM CODE
Tap Wire Size/Type: AWG 4/0 CODE
Static Heat Current: 360 A

LSAMPLE NUMBERI

HEhkT RISE

TEM1PERA-LURE

ACTUAL 'C

AM5BIENT C I

Tezperature Rise Limit: 50*C(90°F)
Secureness Height: 14-1/2 "
Secureness Weight: 60 LBS
Bushing Diameter: 3/4"
Secureness Durat-ion: 30 minutes
Required Pull: 450 LBS
Durat-ion of Pull: 1 m:inute

RISE C 1 31 1
2{EET RQXT? (YES/No) IV E YE5
KEET PULOVT RQQX T7 Y

(YES.NO- I. >

Notes: 4C t J- .TZ 'S1 33?- LTS

pCv-kCr.£D L14G E04uALZ'ZeR P66D~i o.4
Eat ~ ., ,7 -Z1 ZQLJIp. (TFC#) 1130§ Z 36 1623 :2I z z66 -E

-I I I I I

CNCICCXHlIAL PROP(t AY OF IHOMA3 4 GET'TZ. NCT TO Be OISCL0o3C TO CTHE A, ArrAODuC[C. O' U$ED rOR ANY PUR35CE CICEPT A.AUTMORIZED INWP!Tt'4 ' rY A. KA OAI: OFFICIA0I DP t
& D. LULT £ nCTU AND TC. T&A ON O C AIO. ON COMPL CTicN HO OROCR. OA OTHrxr ruPOBC FOR WNCM LENT.E_ 1G82 (1193)

SZ 1 50I
!- Z L

I., - .. I.. . . . . ..E .. . , . ^ ... . .

r-

- -

"

PRO3ECT NO: CM 400759
TE8TED BY (rintt): Jose Piriz, John Dorian

MEET SECURENESS
I RQ MT? (YES/No)

--

- 6: :-i No s . l 2Q,:4 . '2)
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THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION

-TEST LABORATORY

REPORT
PROJtOT NO: CM 400759
ZSTtD BY (Print); Jose Piriz, John Dorian

PAGE 2 of 6
v TZBT DATZ; 12/6-12/7/94

IteM Tested - Cast copper size reducing splicing Connectorscatalog No. - 251-30485-640
Specification - UL 486A Sectior lo, 11, 12 (3 August 1992)

TECTS, SATIC fAT RISE aND PULLOUT TESTS
Procedure: The samples Were assembled to copper cable and subjected tDthe static heating sequence of tests under the conditions outlined.

D
fnstalla-4on Tool: TBBM1S
4e: 66

I

AWG 4/0 CODE
AWG 1/0 CODo
230 A

Temperature Rise Limit: 50*C(90'F)
Secureness Height: 13-1/2"
Secureness Weight: 50 LBS
Bushing Diameter: 5/8 "
Secureness Duration: 30 minutes
Required Pull: 250 LBS
Duration of Pull: 1 minute

ULLOUT RQMT?
Y8/INO)

) D'~.)j-

WIC ;.:-N JTO qA!1 Or THo O T3. H rt COT T: 9C 05CoT0 0 .O ON , lEA noc-CV^ . Or( u3O PDA ANY PUR 3E5 EXCEPT AIATHORIŽ[C IN
'- VAJ- .. r- O 

PZ.O 
oFflej o *. iJ5 7 t! TUr N O 7&C ON COPLETION OF OAOER O r P9RPOS FOR WmicH I.EW

Number of, CrnIMps: 1
Toraue: N/A
Main Wire Size/Type:
Tap Wire Size/Type.
Stacic Heat Current:

HQH

TE

ACTUAL

|MBIEN'I

RISE IC

XEt:T RL

I (
t~otea; U~L~b

I : .-

I

I

., - -



THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION

TEST LABORATORY

REPORT
P~O~~'NO: Ci'm 400759 

AE3o
TEBED Y (rin): oseirz, John D~orian TEST DAMEIts= Tinted - cast copper size raducing splicing' connectorscatalog NO. - 251-304'85-1029Spec~fication UL 486A Section 10, 11, i22 Ags 92

SXUEXS; -STATIC nFZAT FISE A7D PULLOUT~ TESTSProcedure: The samples were assembled to copper cable and subjected to
the static heating sequence of tests under the conditions outlined.
Ths~tallation Tool: TBM15 Temnperature Rise Limit: 5o~c(9o..yF)Dime: o45 ims 

Secureness Height. 11~Nu~br ofCrlms: 1Secureness 
Weight: 5 LBS

Torgue: fl/A 
Buzhing Diameter: 3/8'1Main Wire Size/Type: AWG 1/a CODE Secureness Duration: 3 0 m-inut-eTap WirQ Sizo/Tve: WG1 CODE Reauired .Pull; 70 LBSSta'tj'c Heat Current: 3 5A Duration of Pull: 1 minute

LEI INME I
~TIA PA lr~y p TO,&& 1 ET Z. OT ~ ~ ' -I

- W"RZ[ r.L& F &BkUr0- 
"""m; RE "UO -ON U6CD rOMANY 1kPuO. IC B

OF- u1 F '& II 5(fl RTU3 C &OON OEJMAhC. ON COMPL TIN OF ORDER OA O0T1rA PUAPpsr rO WMICH LCkT.

P. 7,6:�2 NC.�.1.14 r'.04.
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THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION

:TEST LABORATORY

REPORT
PRO~hCT NO: CM 400759 

PACE 4 of 6T'ESTED B-.(rit) Jose _Piriz, Joh orn TETDT:22/-12/7/94'
item Testod - Cast copper size reducing splicing connector~sCJ~talOg' X0 - 251-30485-1031SP0C_:iiC.-t140 n ITM AO.X0 1,11 . 3 -gst292

SECURENESS, STATIC EEAT RISE AN-D PULLOUT TESTSPr-ocedure: The sa~ples Were aseinbed to copper cable and subjected to
the static heating Sequence of tests under th'e conditions outlined.
Installation. Tool: TBN15 7empe-raturc R.ise Linit: 50,C(90-F)
Die:b~ 29 Crn'Secureness 

Hieight: 12.1 
Secuee Wih:5 LBS

t ~e:NABushing 
Diameter: 7/8"

lMain Wire-Size/Type: AWG 4 CODE Secutreness Duration- 30 minutes
Tap Wire -S4Ze/'rYPe AWG 12 CODE Required Pull: 70 LBs

Kt 4tc Heat Current- 35 A z a -- t fP2.~ .mnt

XETSECURENESYE

SAT RISE

PEPRkTURE

A~~TC IIi.3~

?ET RQŽXT? (YES/No) 1 ~
?'-EtT P L1,OUT RQF.T? F

ST-kWLAC.C E~t4AL;ZE~j 
a

;EQUIP. (TFB#) I~ -i I~l~/ 1 iz'

- - ___ GF U& j.4 US? e! RE TVA Ng' - __ '-- - 'It REIROD,_,C�- 0, Op
r' ON O�LIANC). ON CCUPL-.TION 

CXCV� AS AUTHOAj�'[D jpq

- 1E69 (1/;3) 
C, -. 0, I USEO POP ANY PUAPOSC�, _ ,p W.1r. , .,_

C)'� OPOCA. OR 0THZA PU;Zpar,

DEC o7,94 1 6 : 42 No. 'u.!A. P. Cs
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THOMAS & GE1TS CORPORATION
- 1 - -7 -- - 1- , t-s- ! 1 -: " - -1 - I : I "-i .. C

I r-D'i -LABORATORY

REPORT
PROJECT No0 CM 400759
TESTED BY (Print): Jose Pi-iz, John Dorian

PAGE 5 of 6
X1 T . TEST DATE: 12/6-12/7/94

Itb= Tested - cast copper size reducing splicing connectorsCAtalog No. - 251-30485-1086
speciffcation - U' 486A Section 10, 11, 12 (3 August 1992)

SECURENESSBS STXaTC Zc .iT RISE MM PULIZUr TESTS

Procedure: The samples were assembled to copper cable and subjected tothe static heating sequence of tests under the conditions outlined.
Z-nsstllatoin Tool: TBM15
Die: 66
.Number of C-imps: I
Torque: N/A
Main i'ire Size/Type: AWG 2/0 CODE
Tap Wire Size/Type: AWG 10 CO;:DE
Static HQat Current: 50 A

Temperature Rise iilmit: 50*C(9oF*)
Secureness Height: 11"
Secureness Weight: 5 LBS
Bus)hing Diareter: 3/81l
SeCureness Duration: 30 minutes
Required Pull: 80 LS
Duration of Pull: 1

I ACTUAL 'C C

AMBIENT 'C

t ~RISE C 7
XZET RQMT? (YES/NO)

>X2Z:- PULLOUT RQ T?
(Y>ESIN°) 5

No es: T T-LL D97Rurrr`(4 ' Zqgzs

+ 5F Afi pv L;L EQOL O

^flUX. (TFE*) | | 3 Lf |1 Jll~ I7-7I Zl
. I I I I

:41|I^?TIAL ROPERTY OC tHO4AS & 7-S. NOT TO EOICL:CC 'D C7THt:. A EpODUr.f O, OR UlS(,) FO ANY PUP'OP CPrA IUTO2EDIN:"NG r.- - r' on:Co CC iC CF T&O. MU, 0 6 n CTunNHo C T&C ON OMN D. ON COMPL CTION OF OA C) CA.O O II C PUAVPOr C FOA WHIC"iLEN'.- 1I 6 (1/na)

D .C 7 ' 9

I

t,1, . ::s-

I



THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION

TEST LABORATORY

REPORT
PROZEC'r NO: CM 400759 

PAGE 6 of 6TESTED BY .(Print):. Jose Piriz'(, John..Doriarn 
_t TEST DATE:; 12/6-12'/7/94Item Testod - Cast coppe.- sz euigslcn onco.Catz1Og' No. 2 251- 3 04 85-1087 erdunspcngonctsSPOcificatio. 

- UL 486A Section 10, 11, 12 (3 August 1992)J a~~~SCUPMXSS STATIC arv vTP Ur.AIT r~
Procedure: The samples were assem~bled toC Conner cable and subjected, totest-atic heatjing sequence of test-s unde~r the conditions Outlined.nstlaonTool: TBYX15 Teriperatu.r.e Rise Limit: 50-C(go-F)D:76 

Secureness Height: -i1-3/4"1NumbLr of Crinmps: 1 Secureness eht 30 LBSTorque: N/A 
Bushing Dianeter: 1/2",Main Wire Size/Type: 250 2MCM coDE Secuzeness Duration: 30 z~inutes,T Wire S2ize/Type: AWG 4 CODE Reauird ulj4 EStatic Healt Cur-.en't: 125 red ,atono Pull:14 LBSnt-

8XAHPLB NUMBER
~'~TSECURENK I VESYS

RQMT? (YES/No) I
ATRISEI

T M ~P RA T UR
ACTUAL CI~

HETRQYT? (YES/ŽNO) I

notes: a L.L 09M- 7- TLL 5TC1.J._ 
1L

*CL C, 4 ; LuCF_"AL-; L7 o" z LT

S_ I CKrk PAPCr~ VOF MAs a13Cfl7-* NOT TO
_-- In; (I;/gO1N 

. AZ PRODUCC; OA US OgOR ANY PVAP~OC X--C~PT ASAUTHiOAIZ,,~ IN

.: - : -1 .: . __7. I - - Z, , - , -I- r", 7�- -5 :�:- r- - 7 , 9 4 F>. 1016 :-�3 N0 . U I," P. C7



ENCLOSURE 2

List of Commitments

* The improper crimps on T&B 54100-series lugs identified on December 28,
1994, in the 48OVac vital transfer switches will be added to SCAR
WBSCA940063 to be evaluated in conjunction with the previously completed
extent of condition described above. The identified deficient lugs are
being reworked. Also, visual inspection of an appropriate population of
Class lE equipment with 480V uninsulated lugs will be performed to
determine the extent of condition.

E2-1


